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We present detailed numerical simulations of a class of material systems that strongly discriminate light based
primarily on the angle of incidence, over a broad range of frequencies, and independent of the polarization. Unique
properties of these systems emerge from exploring photonic crystals whose constituents have an anisotropic
dielectric response.
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Materials and structures that strongly discriminate electromagnetic radiation based on one, or more of its properties
(e.g. polarization, frequency) play an enabling role for a wide
range of physical phenomena. For example, polarizers can
selectively transmit light based on its polarization [1] over
a wide range of frequencies; photonic crystals [2] (PhCs)
can reflect light of certain frequencies irrespective of the
angle of incidence and irrespective of the polarization. A
material system that could transmit light based primarily on
the angle of incidence might also enable a variety of novel
physical phenomena. Light incident at a prescribed range of
angles would be nearly perfectly transmitted, while light from
other angles of incidence would be nearly perfectly reflected
[Fig. 1(a)]. Ideally, such an angular selectivity would apply
independent of the incoming polarization and over a broad
range of frequencies. Structures with such strong angular
selectivity do not currently exist. For example, PhCs exhibit
some angular discrimination of light, but this discrimination
is always strongly dependent on frequency, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). In this Brief Report, we present a material system
that opens the desired angular gaps, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
For example, using realistic constituent material parameters,
we present numerical calculations demonstrating an angular
photonic band gap (PBG) material system in which light
close to normal incidence is nearly perfectly transmitted for a
wide range of frequencies, independent of the polarization.
In contrast, light of angles further from the normal (e.g.,
22.5◦ –90◦ ) can be nearly perfectly reflected over >100%
fractional frequency band gap. The key to these interesting
angular PBG material systems lies in exploring PhCs whose
constituents have anisotropic permittivity and/or permeability.
To demonstrate the fundamental physics principle at work
here, we first show in Fig. 2(a) an angular PBG material
system that opens an angular gap for the TM (electric field
is in the plane of incidence) polarization and a certain
frequency range only. In this example, we take layer A to have
an anisotropic effective permittivity εA = (1.23,1.23,2.43)
whereas layer B has isotropic permitivity εB = 1.23. To
accomplish the required anisotropy, one could either use
naturally anisotropic materials [3] such as TiO2 , or explore
metamaterial approaches. An example of a metamaterial
system that in the long-wavelength limit possesses an effective
ε of (1.23,1.23,2.43) is shown to the left of the inset of
Fig. 2(a) and consists of a two-dimensional (2D) periodic
square lattice of dielectric rods having radius r = 0.2d where
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d (the in-plane period) is given by d = 0.1a (a is the thickness
of each bilayer [4]), and made out of an isotropic material with
εrods = 12.25 [5]. To the right of the inset of Fig. 2(a), we show
a schematic diagram of normally incident TM- (in blue) and
TE- (in red) polarized light incident on the above-described
multilayer. Since E lies √
in the xy plane, both polarizations
experience nA = nB = 1.23, so because of the absence
of any contrast in the refractive index, there is no photonic
band gap and normally incident light of all frequencies and
both polarizations gets transmitted, apart from the small
reflections at boundaries between the structure and air. As
seen in Fig. 2(b), the situation changes with oblique incidence:
TM-polarized light now has Ez√= 0, and thus experiences an
TM
index contrast (nTM
1.23); therefore, a photonic
A = nB =
band gap opens, with strong reflections for TM light. In
contrast, TE-polarized light incident at oblique angle still
no index contrast as shown
has Ez = 0 and thus experiences
√
[Fig. 2(b): nA = nB = 1.23]; therefore, it gets transmitted
for all frequencies. Thereby, TM light is transmitted for small
θinc and reflected for large θinc . This structure works only for a
certain frequency range [9.3% in the case of Fig. 2(b)]. Later
in the Brief Report, we show how to generalize our approach
to both polarizations and wide frequency ranges.
It is useful to look at analytical expressions for the
effective refractive index nA of the anisotropic layer. A simple
calculation starting from Maxwell’s equations [6] yields the
following refractive indices (n = c/vphase ) experienced by TE
and TM light, respectively, in the anisotropic layer A:
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where θATE and θATM are the refraction angles for TE and TM
polarizations in layer A, as described by Snell’s law:
TE
nTE
A sin θA = nair sin θinc ,

(3)

TM
nTM
A sin θA = nair sin θinc .

(4)

From Eqs. (1) and (2), we see that TE light is affected
yy
zz
only by εA , µxx
A , and µA , while TM light is affected only by
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FIG. 1. (Color) Dispersion diagrams for three different angularly selective systems. kx denotes transverse incident wave vector; modes
below the light line (red) are evanescent in the incident medium (air), and hence are not of interest here. White denotes modes of the given ω
and kx which are strongly reflected. (a) An ideal “angular photonic band gap” system: light of incoming angle |θinc | > a sin(0.1/0.4) ≈ 14.5◦
is strongly reflected, irrespective of ω. Ideally, modes denoted with blue would be nearly perfectly transmitted. (b) s-polarized light incident
on a 1D photonic crystal (a quarter-wave stack of materials with ε = 13 and 2). Angular discrimination is associated with strong frequency
dependence. (c) Angular selectivity of a material system presented in this Brief Report (details in Fig. 4); a is the period of the topmost periodic
stack of our structure (as discussed in Fig. 4).
yy

µA , εAxx , and εAzz . In particular, TM light is affected by εAzz ,
in contrast to the TE polarization. We also note that for nearnormal incidence, sinθA ≈ 0, so nA increases only slightly
with increasing anisotropy. However, for incidence angles not
close to the normal, nA increases more rapidly with increasing
anisotropy, and therefore higher anisotropy in ε or µ results
in higher index contrast and wider frequency gaps at those
angles.
To achieve a simultaneous band gap for both TE and
TM polarizations, we consider a multilayer structure with
anisotropy in both permittivity and permeability tensors: εB =
µA = γ1 while εA = µB = (γ1 ,γ1 ,γ2 ) [7]. For simplicity, we
consider the case εinc = µinc = γ1 here. TM light with oblique
incidence from air experiences a photonic band gap, because
√
√
γ1 while nTM
γ1 [Eq. (2)]. On the other hand,
nTM
B =
A =
TE incidence at the same angle also experiences an index
√
√
contrast because nTE
γ1 while nTE
γ1 [Eq. (1)]. The
A =
B =
relative size of the TE (and also TM) gap as a function of
θinc and the degree of anisotropy γ2 /γ1 was obtained from the
TMM [8] and is shown in Fig. 3; the thicknesses of layers A
and B were chosen to be equal (hA = hB = 0.5a) so that the
structure discriminates angles equally, over the same frequency
interval and for both polarizations simultaneously [9]. From
the contour plot, we observe that the size of the fractional
gap increases only slightly with increasing anisotropy γ2 /γ1
beyond γ2 /γ1 ≈ 2, which can also be seen by inspection of
Eqs. (1) and (2) and noticing that the achievable index contrast
“saturates” for large γ2 /γ1 anisotropy values. Therefore,
materials with very large anisotropy do not necessarily lead
to much larger band gaps in these structures. This is somewhat
contrary to conventional PhCs where large index contrasts
typically lead to larger band gaps. Note also that the size of
the fractional frequency gap increases with θinc .
Having proposed a structure that opens an angular gap for
both polarizations over a certain frequency range, we now
discuss a method by which one might enlarge the frequency

range over which this angular discrimination is exhibited.
Since we are concerned with the largest fractional frequency
gap that occurs simultaneously for both polarizations, we
operate at quarter-wave condition. We use anisotropic εA =
µA (as opposed to the previously considered case when
we had anisotropic εA = µB ). We start with a single stack
consisting of 130 homogeneous bilayers with εA = µA =
(1.23,1.23,2.43) and εB = µB = 1.23. The size of each bilayer
in this stack is a. Light incident at 22.5◦ (from air) on this
stack experiences a simultaneous TE and TM photonic band
gap having a fractional frequency width of 1.64% (at the
quarter-wave condition). To widen this fractional frequency
range, we consider a multilayer consisting of 71 such stacks,
each stack being made out of 130 bilayers. However, the period
of each stack is graded, so that frequency gaps of different
stacks are contiguous and merge together, resulting in a much
larger frequency gap (≈71 times the size of the gap in the
single-gap case). More specifically, we choose the period ai of
the ith stack (i = 1,2, . . . ,71) to be ai = 1.0164(i−1) a, where
a is the period of the first stack facing the incident light. We
also choose the thickness hiA of layer A in the ith stack to be
0.494ai so that the quarter-wave condition (which maximizes
the relative size of the frequency gap) is satisfied. In Fig. 4(a),
TMM results for the transmission spectrum at 22.5◦ incidence
on the 71-stack multilayer show a reflection window of relative
frequency size of ≈107% for both TE and TM polarizations. In
Fig. 4(b), we show TMM results for light incident at 45◦ on this
same structure: nearly complete reflection occurs inside the
reflection window for 22.5◦ incidence [Fig. 4(a)], indicating
a large angular band gap. In fact, this proposed structure
exhibits an angular gap (for θinc between 22.5◦ and 90◦ ) for
both polarizations simultaneously over a 107% wide frequency
range [Fig. 1(c)].
The applicability of the angular PBG concept we propose
for a given situation of interest will depend on the availability
of anisotropic materials in the frequency range of interest.
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FIG. 2. (Color) (a) Transmission spectra [obtained from the transfer matrix method (TMM) [11] for TE- (red) and TM- (blue) polarized
light normally incident from air on 30 bilayers of the structure shown
in the inset. (b) Schematic diagrams showing TM- (inset, left) and
TE- (inset, right) polarized light incident at nonzero angle from air
(ninc = 1). The physical structure considered in this figure is always
the same; however, TM light incident at nonzero angle “sees” a
structure of different optical properties than the structure “seen” by
either TM light incident normally or TE light incident at any angle.
Transmission spectra (obtained from the TMM) for TE- (red) and
TM- (blue) polarized light incident at 45◦ from air on 30 bilayers of
the structure shown in the inset. Green curve: Transmission spectrum
(obtained from the finite-difference time-domain method [19]) for
TM-polarized light incident at 45◦ from air on 30 bilayers of the
structure in the inset, in the case when anisotropic layer A is not made
from a homogeneous material, but is a metamaterial implemented
from a square lattice of dielectric rods. A TM photonic band gap
opens and closely overlaps with the TM gap obtained from the TMM
for the uniform dielectric case; as expected, the TMM is a good
approximation for analyzing structures of this type.

In addition to the dielectric metamaterials for TM-polarized
light [cf. Fig. 2(a)], amorphous photonic crystals could be of
interest [10,11]. To achieve polarization independence (where
anisotropic µ is needed), one can exploit metalo-dielectric
metamaterials [12]. Another option is to split incoming light
according to polarization before it enters the structure, rotate
TE polarization into TM polarization, and only then allow it
to continue onto our structure [13].
In summary, we presented a class of material systems
capable of discriminating light primarily based on the angle
of incidence. Angular PBG material systems of this type
could potentially find uses in applications where radiation is
incoming from a known, defined direction, and it is desirable
to prevent subsequent “escape” of radiation energy. As an
avenue of further research, it would be interesting to explore
whether material systems of similar properties could one
day be useful for solar-energy applications. Sunlight has a
well-defined angle of incidence. A portion of sunlight is
reflected from solar-energy conversion devices, while a portion

FIG. 3. (Color) The relative size of the TE gap as a function of θinc
and γ2 /γ1 for a multilayer structure that has εA = µB = (γ1 ,γ1 ,γ2 ),
εB = µA = γ1 . The light is incident from a medium of εinc =
µinc = γ1 . The TM gap is identical to the TE gap.

is reradiated (either because of radiative recombination, or in
solar-thermal [14] systems because of thermal emission); this
represents losses, which can often be substantial. If one could
suitably place a material system that would allow light at one
particular angle (that coming from the sun) to get perfectly
through, while light emerging from the device (most of which
typically propagates at different angles) would be reflected
back to the device, the efficiency of the solar-energy conversion
could be improved [15–18].

FIG. 4. (Color) Transmission spectra of the graded-periodicity
multilayer stack at various incident angles: (a) 22.5◦ and (b) 45◦ .
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